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Guidance Package



Aus Smart is offering for a limited time, our;



Guidance Package

Aus Smart is a company built on the foundations of fantastic customer service. We pride ourselves

on providing meaningful, respectful consultation services to all retail clients across Australia. We

specialise in introducing everyday consumers to some of the most reputable professionals in Australia

in their specific fields of expertise. Not only will we introduce you to some of the top financial services

companies, we will help tailor a personalised Guidance Package to assist with every aspect of your

lifestyle and your family’s future.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Do you feel smothered in debt?

Want a better rate than the big bank?

Are you sick of working hard for your money?

Are you sick of the mortgage merry-go-round?

Not sure what to do with your Super?

Are you looking for a refinance solution?

Want to make sure your insurance is covering you completely?

Do you find yourself wondering if there are better financial solutions out there?



What separates Aus Smart from the rest is our Guidance Package

One package to help all!



FINANCIAL

PLANNING



DEBT

R E D U C TI O N



INSURANCE



FINANCE



SMSF



INVESTMENTS



Why Choose Aus Smart?

Planning is a Journey

Financial planning does not happen overnight and there is not one set procedure that everyone

should follow. Planning is a lifelong journey that seeks to fulfill your personal goals. Because of this,

it is important to find like-minded people who share similar values and want to assist you in securing

your financial future.

Aus Smart consultants have meaningful and honest conversations with you, the client, to ensure that

any advice is based on what you want and tailors to your needs. Our strategies are some of Australia’s

most innovative and are proving to be quite popular, as you may have seen on television.



We Come to You

We understand that life can get very busy at times. Finding time to come to the office or sit down

with the family and discuss all financial matters over the phone can get difficult. Therefore, Aus Smart

consultants and reps will come to you.

Aus Smart believes the journey of organising a guidance package should be easy. So we will work

around you, to make the process as smooth as possible.



Every Situation is Different

No two lives are the same; everyone has different needs/wants and everyone has different means to

achieve their desired needs. We will listen to what you want and not what we ‘think’ you want.

You will notice that Aus Smart will be upfront with you, if we cannot provide what you are looking for,

there is no point stringing you along. We will analyse your situation and we will guide you in the most

efficient direction to help achieve your goals. We don’t just get the job done. We make sure the job is

right for you.



Brilliant Service

As stated above, Aus Smart Consulting is a company built on the foundations of fantastic customer

service. Our business thrives on a referral basis. Our goal is to build a long-term relationship with

all clients and provide a premium service so that you will refer all your friends and family. We are

confident you will not find a better service.

We will make the Guidance Package an efficient and easy experience that will have you talking to

your friends, family and colleagues about.



What makes us stand out from the crowd?

Debt Reduction Illustrations

Our illustrations specialise in reducing client mortgages. For example, reducing the time left on a

mortgage from 29 years down to 8 years, without changing your day to day spending.



Financial Planning

Plan with a difference, plan with security and plan ahead of the crowd.

Each client is different and everyone’s financial situation varies. Most large financial institutions

will tell you what they ‘think’ is the best solution. The Aus Smart way is different and much more

personalised. Our consultants listen and take comprehensive notes on what you want for the future.

They will then assess your current situation and seek the best possible way for you to achieve your

goals. Depending on what type of investor you are, we will discuss all options and even discuss some

avenues that some clients may not get access to - options that you won’t hear about through the

bigger institutions.



Insurance



Life Insurance provides a lump sum in the event of death or diagnosis of certain terminal illnesses.

Income Protection pays an income in the event that you become unable to work due to injury or

illness as defined by policy conditions. The premium is tax deductible.

Trauma or Critical Illness provides a benefit (generally a lump sum payment) upon the initial

diagnosis of a specified injury or illness. Suits business owners or those supporting a family.

Total &amp; Permanent Disability (TPD) is an optional extra offered by most life policies. It provides a

lump sum if you suffer from permanent disability or loss of independence.

Whatever your needs may be, Aus Smart Consulting’s strategic partners can cover it all. Ask your

consultant for more information.



Finance

Aus Smart prides itself on the ability to re-finance clients debt through our strategic partners. Our

private lenders aim to beat the big banks and help each client better their financial situation. Most of

the time it starts with refinancing loans that we find, were not suited to the individuals in the first place.

Aus Smart strategic partners also have the ability to offer the right clients the option of a personal loan.

Ask your consultant for more information. However you will need to provide the typical information

needed to apply for a loan.



Self-Managed Super Funds

Superannuation. Everyone has it. Everyone needs it. But understanding your superannuation is never

straightforward. Are you wondering why almost everyone is making the switch to Self-Managed

Super? Almost a third of Australia’s Superannuation is Self-Managed.



Why? 	

• Control your own investments

• Choose your own insurance

• Maintain control

• It’s a lot easier than most people realise

Ask your consultant for more information.



Debt Reduction

Reducing Australians debt is our bread &amp; butter. As most people are aware, the big banks &amp; most

brokering institutions want to have you in debt as long as possible. Our goal is to do the opposite.

We specialise in reducing debt and building wealth through our obligation free illustrations. By simply

supplying our consultants with some basic information, we can then assess your situation and look to

see if we can better your financial position by reducing your debt.



Some of our clients have reduced their mortgage from 20 years down to 6 years with no out of

pocket expenses and no changes to their current budget.



Investments

If you’re serious about looking for a great investment property and had enough about all the

media and sales hype out there, then you have come to the right place. We can provide a detailed

investment analysis on each particular property. Our team has their eye on the market nationwide,

searching out the top rated property opportunities to share with our investors.

Our specialists search through all historical pricing data so we can pinpoint whether an area is in the

middle of a boom or a downturn.

Aus Smart will also provide information on investments outside of property to those who are

interested in alternative styles of investing. It’s our goal to educate and empower investors to feel

confident in making important financial decisions.



Debt Reduction Illustration

We don’t want you to change what you are doing. Aus Smart is simply offering a

better way to structure how you are currently doing things.

Most people live and follow the rules set by the big banks. We are here to show you there are much

better ways to handle your finances and we will educate you along the way.

There is no point having to live by a budget, we don’t expect you to watch every dollar you spend and

feel like you aren’t allowed to spend the money you work hard for. We base each illustration on your

personal situation through the information provided in the fact find.

Each Illustration is quite detailed and even takes into account inflation over each year. The goal is to

have each client reach their own personal financial goals before retirement so that they may all retire

comfortably and have piece of mind knowing everything is structured accordingly.

Below is an example of a client and what the debt reduction illustration has done for him.



Richard - 29



Avoca, New South Wales



Brendan is single and earns a good income of $90,000 p.a. as an electrician. He had the one home

worth $390k and was interested in investment properties. Brendan still owed $236k on his loan, but

had built up a bit of equity on his mortgage.

After going through a fact find and looking at Brendan’s situation we found that we could help him

restructure and also offer to help invest into property.



Richard’s Initial Situation

Balance



Rate



Total Interest



Term (Years)



Home Loan



$236,000



4.85%



$139,713



20.92



Credit Card



$9,000



14.50%



$4,438



5.92



Total



20.92



Richard’s New Financial Strategy

Balance



Rate



Total Interest



Term (Years)



Home Loan



$245,000



3.5%



$31,739



6.67



Invest. Property



$450,000



5.50%



$285,970



14.17



Total



14.17



After adjusting the structure of Brendan’s debt, we were able to help him consolidate his credit card

and home loan to get a better rate and have it paid off in just over 6 years.

We have saved him over $110,000 in unnecessary interest repayments.



Our Process

Not only do we want to reduce your debt, the Illustration is a great tool for setting a client up for

retirement. Aus Smart Consultants will ask a few questions to gauge what each client’s goals are

moving forward.

• What age are you looking at retiring?

• How much would you like to pay yourself each week, once you are retired?

• Do you have any goals in retirement?

Using this information, the illustration will develop and show what a client will currently have in

retirement and what a client will need in retirement, if they wish to achieve these goals.



Richard’s Goals

•

•

•

•

•



Retire in 36 years

Reduce time on mortgage

Better structure

To pay himself $80,000 p.a. when retired

To travel Australia once retired



The first stage of the New Financial Strategy does not yet reach Brendan’s goal of $80k per year

to be paid in retirement. However, by following the illustration he will have paid-off all his debt in 14

years. He still has another 22 years before retirement by which he could invest in more property to

increase his expected retirement capital.

It’s not an overnight process, but it is a start to doing everything more efficiently. Things will change

down the track, maybe for the better, maybe for the worse; the trick is adjusting accordingly and

setting sail in the right direction.



Capital Required



5,531,387



Initial Strategy



1,986,649



New Financial Strategy



4,592,967



$6,000,000



$5,000,000



$4,000,000



$3,000,000



$2,000,000



$1,000,000



$0

Capital Req.



Initial Strategy



NFS



Investments

Some people may walk themselves into financial security, but for most people,

the only way to attain financial security is to invest over a long period of time.

Australian’s work hard for their money, but not many make their money work hard for them.

Investment opportunities come with complete Investment Mandates that outline everything a

potential investor will need to know about the prospected property.



There are two main investment approaches that can work for you:

1. You buy something that can increase in value and/or;

2. Your money earns money

The most popular approach Australian’s take, is through investing in property.



Our Property Portfolio

Aus Smart can provide a short list of some of the hottest properties available in Australia. Typically,

the properties our specialists help our clients secure, never hit the market.

Our specialists seek out properties that are high yielding (5%-9%), in new high infrastructure

locations, close to schools and shopping centres, looking to maximise capital growth prospects.



Footscray, VIC

3 bedroom townhomes



Hurstville, NSW

2 bedroom apartments



Hope Island, QLD

4 bedroom homes
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